Introduction

1
The intramembrane aspartyl protease γ-secretase cleaves the transmembrane domains (TMD) 2 of ~90 bitopic type I transmembrane proteins. 1, 2 Due to its involvement in Alzheimer's disease 3 (AD), the amyloid-precursor-protein (APP) is the most extensively studied γ-secretase 4 substrate. 3, 4 Prior to cleavage by γ-secretase, APP's ectodomain is shed by β-secretase, thus 5 generating the C99 fragment. Subsequent cleavage of C99 by γ-secretase results in release of 6 the APP intracellular domain (AICD) and β-amyloid (Aβ) peptides of various length. 5 Such 7 step-wise cleavage starts at one of two ε-sites located at the cytosolic border of the C99 TMD 8 between either residue L49 and V50 (ε49) or T48 and L49 (ε48). Cleavage gradually proceeds 9 towards the N-terminus, releasing fragments of three or four residues and leaving Aβ peptides 10 of different length. 6-11 Aβ40, the most abundant Aβ peptide produced from wild-type (WT)
Results
1
In order to provide a rationale for altered γ-secretase cleavage of the C99 I45T FAD mutant, 2 we probed the structure and flexibility of its TMD in comparison to the wild-type (WT) TMD.
3
For this purpose, a 30 amino acid long fragment of C99 was used, which covers residues S26 -4 K55 (A26-55). Similar C99 TMD peptides were previously shown to be good substrates for γ- The I45T FAD mutation locally reduces helix flexibility 17 CD spectra indicate that the peptides are strongly helical in 80% TFE. Normalized spectra 18 reveal that WT and I45T share equivalent helicity ( Supplementary Fig. 1 online) . To assess 19 the TM-helices' conformational flexibility, intrahelical amide H-bond stabilities were probed 20 by amide deuterium hydrogen exchange (DHX) in 80% TFE. For DHX, exhaustively (>98%) 21 deuterated A26-55 peptides were diluted to a concentration of 5 µM into protonated solvent,
22
which leaves them in the monomeric state. 27 Exchange of amide deuterons to protons was At later time points, I45T showed significantly faster exchange, resulting in a crossing of the 7 curves at ~16 h. MD simulations could well reproduce the overall DHX kinetics 8 (Supplementary Fig. 2A ,B online).
9
To map the impact of the I45T mutation on local helix flexibility, site-specific amide DHX rate electron transfer dissociation (ETD) in the gas phase. Residue-specific kexp,DHX rate constants 13 were calculated based on the respective mass shifts over time. As ETD of the original A26-55
14
peptide was insufficient, we exchanged S26 and N27 to lysine (termed A28-55 in the following).
15
To exclude major consequences of this sequence alteration on TMD dynamics, we compared Fig. 2C online).
19
The kexp,DHX rate-profile of A28-55 reveals a rapidly exchanging TM-N, which is followed by 20 a rather stable TM-C that harbors the γ-secretase cleavage sites ( Figure 1B) Fig. 3D online) . Reconstructed overall exchange kinetics also reproduce the 4 crossing of the overall WT and I45T DHX curves ( Supplementary Fig. 3E online) mutant, lower kexp,DHX rate constants were observed from I41 to T43, while an increased rate 10 constant was found for T45. This is in perfect agreement with the overall exchange kinetics
11
( Figure 1A) , assuming that I41-T43 contributes to the fast population of amides (exchanging
12
<16 h), and that T45 contributes to the slow population (>16 h).
13
The rate constants kexp,DHX contain information on the stability of the respective amide H-bonds,
14
the local concentration of the exchange catalyst as well as the chemical exchange rate kch. kch,
15
in turn, depends on (1) the pH and (2) on side-chain chemistry, i.e., primary structure. The 16 effects of primary structure are taken into account by converting the rate constants into the free 17 energy change of amide H-bond formation (ΔG), which is a measure of H-bond stability, by 18 Linderstrom-Lang theory 52 ( Figure 1C) . We note that derived ΔG values represent upper 19 estimates of the true values. 53 The distribution of ΔG values across the sequence confirms the 20 existence of a highly flexible, Gly-rich TM-N (ΔG < 2 kcal/mol), followed by a rigid TM-C
21
(ΔG ~5 kcal/mol). The I45T mutation induces a slight increase in stability from I41 to T43 attempts to record HDX using ETD-MS were hampered by significant peak broadening,
20
possibly resulting from hydrogen scrambling during gas phase fragmentation (data not shown), 21 we recorded HDX and DHX by NMR spectroscopy. As a result, the kexp,HDX / kexp,DHX ratios I45T mutation slightly stabilizes the helix upstream of the mutation site. To gain further mechanistic insights into the impact of the I45T mutation on the structural and 8 dynamic properties of the APP TMD, we performed all-atom MD simulations in the µs range. helix-stabilizing network of intrahelical H-bonds we first focused on occupancies, which 12 represent the probability that an amide forms either an α-or a 310 H-bond. In 80 % TFE, the H- (Figure 2A and Supplementary Fig. 8A ,B online).
24
The stabilities of amide H-bonds are influenced by side-chain interactions. 57 Therefore, we 1 quantified the packing of side-chain heavy atoms around each backbone carbonyl oxygen by 2 packing scores (Si). We find that a weakly packed TM-N is connected to a more tightly packed In addition to shifting the contributions of different types of motion to the overall backbone 9 dynamics, we also observed an impact of I45T on the propensity by which each residue 10 contributes to hinge flexibility ( Figure 3E and Supplementary Fig. 9 online). Single-hinge 11 bending (B) and twisting (T) are mainly coordinated by residues V36-V39 in WT and I45T.
12
However, the I45T mutation reduces the contribution of T43-I45 to hinge flexibility and slightly
13
shifts propensities towards the C-terminus. In the POPC bilayer hinge propensities around V36-
14
V39 are reduced, while propensities around T43-I45 are slightly increased. 
17
Our analysis of hinges revealed differences between WT and I45T to be mainly located around coordinate this bending show the highest contribution to these FMs (green stars in Figure 4A ).
8
The overlap between the FMs, which characterizes the similarity between two motions, reveals Moreover, in addition to the known G37G38 hinge, 34 our simulations confirm the occurrence of 
17
In general, our results obtained in silico are in good agreement with our experimental work.
18
Differences between them are mainly seen in TM-N. Since this part is very flexible, differences concluding that the C99 TMD has strong H-bonds in TM-N and weak H-bond for some residues variations of these fluctuations, which does not explain the severely reduced ε-efficiency.
20,21
15
Recently, we identified an additional flexible region around T43-I45, which can act as an 16 additional flexible joint, controlling ε-site mobility relative to the center of the helix. 29 Here, cleavage sites relative to the catalytic aspartates of presenilin.
22
The additional H-bond contributed by the T45 side chain might also explain pathway switching 23 observed in the I45T mutant. 20, 23 As this side chain stabilizes the helix around the ζ-and γ-24 cleavage sites, back-bonding might inhibit unfolding within the catalytic cleft of presenilin and 1 thus limit its access to the ζ-46 scissile bond. As a result, presenilin may switch from the ε49-2 ζ46-γ43 pathway to the ζ45-γ42 pathway which explains the near complete lack of Aβ43. 20 We 3 note that this is rather speculative, as the dynamics of the Aβ49 cleavage product in the catalytic 4 site of γ-secretase is currently unknown and subject to future investigations. However, this In sum, the I45T mutation strengthens the H-bond network in TM-C and changes the position 8 and dynamics of a flexible hinge that is located one turn upstream of the ε-sites. The combined 9 effect may alter the access of both ε-sites by the catalytic Asp residues of the enzyme, thus 10 providing a rationale for reduced ε-efficiency without affecting ε-site preference. and amidation (C-Ter). Molecular Dynamics Simulations. 20 We performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the A26-55 WT peptide and its I45T 21 mutant ( Table 1) . Because no conformations were available for the investigated peptides, we and have been computed as described in
11
Materials and Methods
71
.
10
Backbone mean-squared fluctuations (MSF, Cα atoms of residues G29-L52) were calculated 11 for non-overlapping blocks as used for block-averaging. The block mean structure was 12 calculated iteratively 72 . Normalization was done as described in Götz and Scharnagl (2018) . 71 
13
To access collective large scale motions of the helix backbone, the bending Θ and swivel Φ 14 angles between a helical segment in TM-N and TM-C, respectively, have been computed as in
15
Götz and Scharnagl (2018). 29 The segment in TM-N covered residue I31-M35, while the 16 segment in TM-C covered residues I47-M51.
17
Hinge bending and twisting motions in the TM-helix have been analysed by the Dyndom 18 program 62 as described in Götz and Scharnagl (2018) . 29 In contrast to the original protocol,
19
snapshots every 100 ps have been subjected to analysis. subjecting the conformations with the highest and lowest extend along ewMCM to analysis.
13
Similarities of ewMCM vectors were quantified by the inner product of ewMCM vectors. Tables S1 and S2, Figures S1-S11.
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